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Partial Shading Condition on PV Array: Causes,
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Abstract: Solar photovoltaic (PV) systems are gaining importance
increasingly as it directly converts solar radiation into electrical
energy which is renewable and environment friendly. Where it has
a numerous advantage, some disadvantages are also there like its
dependency on environmental conditions. The power developed by
solar panel decreases if it does not get uniform radiation.
Sometimes due to nearby buildings, passing clouds etc. PV module
might be partially shaded because of which power output of solar
panel may get decrease this is called partial shading conditions. It
causes significant reduction in the system power output. To
overcome this, maximum power point-tracking under partial
shading condition by continuous duty cycle variation schemes
have been proposed, in which dc–dc boost converters are
connected to PV module to enable maximum power extraction. In
this paper a new method of Duty Sweep Maximum Power Point
Tracking (DSMPPT) has been implanted, which is capable of
tracking the Global Maximum Power Point (GMPP) in the
presence of other local maxima. The proposed scheme tracks
Maximum Power Point (MPP) by continuous variation of
converter’s duty cycle without the use of costly components such
as signal converters and microprocessors thereby increasing the
compactness of the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical energy is the most unprecedented inventions of
all times. The growing requirement for electricity and
inadequate amount of fossil fuel diverts our attention towards
renewable sources of energy. Therefore, multiple researches
are going on to create power from sustainable power sources
like wind, hydro, solar, geothermal and tidal etc. Recently
electricity generation from solar photovoltaic is becoming
popular as it is free of cost, low maintenance, noiseless,
pollution free and its capability of directly conversion from
sunlight into electrical vitality. So, Commercialization of
solar systems being taking place with a rapid pace all over the
world. But it is protectorate on irradiation and atmospheric
condition and its high capital expenses prevents us to make
entire utilization of available solar energy into electricity.
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Generally, PV cells inside a solar module are associated in
arrangement so as to get a high voltage. The arrangement
association has a detriment if a solar module is mostly
concealed, for instance by close by structures, passing mists
or untamed life and so on halfway concealing is a critical
factor that influences the power yield of a solar module, it is
essential to deal with the module execution under these
conditions [1]. To limit losses due to shading, parallel diodes
are connected across strings. In this paper causes and effects
of partial shading condition has also been discussed.
At the point when a solar framework is experiencing
concealing, its P–V characteristics features different peaks
with many a local maximum and a true maximum. The
regular MPPTs, like P&O, Hill Climbing and Incremental
Conductance is probably stuck at local maxima, since its
calculation can't be able to distinguish between true and local
peaks. Therefore, it wavers around the periphery of the wrong
peak and stuck at that points only, which results in huge
reduction in the PV power output.
So, for maximizing the power output of PV Panels, a new
MPPT technique has been developed in this paper. This new
method has its own method of approach which works on
principle of continuous checking for global peak which gives
a better accuracy in finding of Actual maxima. So many
researches are going on simultaneously on the partial shading
condition as we know dependency on the solar energy is
increasing day by day and for sure it will be future of
electrical energy.
II. PARTIAL SHADING CONDITION: CAUSES AND
EFFECTS
A solar PV system contains multiple PV modules in parallel
and series. The generated power from the particular PV Array
is total of the power produced from each solar module.
In present scenario grid-connected PV arrays are placed at
facades, roofs, or usually in cities, where partial shading
phenomena may be frequent. If some of the solar cells are
shaded or perhaps do not receive adequate solar irradiation,
as demonstrated in Fig. 1(a), that dissipates the power
produced by the other solar cells. The V-I curve of every
single solar module is demonstrated in Fig. 1(b). If the solar
module functions at current Ia, the shaded solar module
operate in the reverse biased region and serves as a load
somewhat than power source [2]. Due to this kind of
high-power diffusion, heat is produced which often causes
irreversible damage in order to the shaded solar modules as
demonstrated in [3-4].
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particular devices, typically the mathematical model of the
particular PV unit may end up being convenient in the
analysis of the dynamic evaluation of converters, inside the
review of the PV units and its components employing circuit
simulator. The comparable circuit type of the particular solar
cell has demonstrated in Fig.4.
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Fig. 1(a) PV array under partial shading conditions.
1(b) P–V curve of PV Modules
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In [4] given everlasting damage to solar segments whose
cells have substantial VBR values including inner fires, back
sheet damage as demonstrated in Fig.2. To limit the reduction
in power of solar module, manufacturers sum up the parallel
diodes as demonstrated in Fig. 2. It defends the particular
solar module from damage during partial shading [5], [6].
Throughout [7,8] linked different three irradiance level
modules offer three different peaks in P-V characteristics of
photovoltaic array, as demonstrated in Fig.3. PV power
outcome variability having some sort of negative impact on
the quality of power and reliability within the grid [9].

Fig. 2. Burnt cell and back sheet on a PV panel with high temperatures
more than 300ºC operating without parallel diodes under partial
shading [4].
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Fig.4 circuit diagram of solar cell

Photovoltaic cells are constructed by different available
semiconductors by employing different manufacturing
process. When light falls on the particular cell it results
carriers of charge that generate an electric source, charges
will be originated when energy available in incident photon
has ability to break the covalent particles of the material used,
and process of generation of charge by breaking covalent
bonds will be affected by the used semiconductor material as
well as the attributes of the light incident. Generally, the solar
process can be illustrated since consumption of solar
irradiation, production and movement of charge carriers at
p-n terminal and storage of the electrical energy at the output
of the PV system. Process of origin regarding electrical
energy is dependent on the flux associated with present light
source and even the ability of consumption of the
semiconductor material, the ability of assimilation depends
mainly on the particular semiconductor characteristics like
bandgap, around the reflectance of typically the surface of
cell, semiconductors carrier concentration, on mobility and
temperature etc.
IV. NON-LINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR ARRAY
UNDER SHADING EFFECTS

Fig. 3 P-V characteristics of 3 series connected solar module at different
irradiation

III. PV MODELING

The solar array is made up of several solar segments
attached in series-parallel combination in order to get the
required current and voltage. To shield solar segments from
hot-spot issue, the parallel diodes are usually connected along
with every solar segment. And even one stopping diode is
definitely connected in series together with every string,
which will be a bunch of sequence of connected solar
segments, in order to save the modules, coming from the
effect of possible difference between series attached strings.
When the range of irradiance on solar array is same, only a
single maximum power point is there in the P-V
characteristic of solar array.
On the other hand, because of the parallelly connected
diodes numerous local peaks may be present therein P-V
curve beneath partially shaded condition as shown in Fig.5.

PV unit present a non-linear I-V characteristics with several
variables that need to get adjusted from experimental info of
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Fig.5 Nonlinearity in PV and IV characteristics of PV panel under
partial shading

V. METHODOLOGY

A. Regional Peak Finding Algorithm (RPFA)
The Regional Peak Finding Algorithm (RPFA) is
employed to obtain the local peak of P-V curve. We can say
that the P-V characteristics from the solar panel under even
insulation has a single peak in it. The Regional Peak Finding
Algorithm tracks in order to find the peak associated with
individual curves as it goes on. Flow-chart of the developed
algorithm has been shown in the Fig. 6. The control
mechanism starts by having a record of resulted power. The
new result in power output is obtained simply by changing
duty cycle.
Under continuously changing insolation circumstances, solar
array P-V characteristics demonstrate multiple local peaks.
The Regional Peak Finding Algorithm (RPFA) utilizes a
mountain climbing approach that settles right around the
higher point of the P-V curve.

Typical MPPT has been unsuccessful to get the global
MPP. A few improved algorithms of MPP can observe with
some sort of microprocessors and other components which is
intricate. The method described throughout this paper finds
the particular Global Peak with reduced components and
complexity. For locating Global peak, we have used a couple
of algorithms. One is Regional Peak Finding Algorithm
(RPFA) other is Global Peak Finding Algorithm (GPFA).
Regarding switching between these algorithms, a Director
System (DS) is required.

Fig.6 flowchart of RPFA

B. Global Peak Finding Algorithm (GPFA)
A unique Global Peak Finding Algorithm (GPFA)
displayed in Fig.7 is essential to make sure that the regional
peak finding operates across the real peak point, instead
evolving around local peak. The particular algorithm glides
the operating range of converter while saving the peak power
output through a maxima detector. The maxima detector after
that switches to the other capacitor and the operating point
glide is restarted. Typically, the capacitors’ voltages are
regularly compared by using a comparator that trips once the
second glide comes within the acceptable difference of the
particular maximum power point kept with the first capacitor.
The particular second glide then stops and the system comes
back to the Regional Peak Finding Algorithm (RPFA). Since
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it is usually essential that this comparator often trips, it ought
to be set in order to do so just under the peak power point to
be able to allow for random noise and offset. Given that the
particular trip point is sufficient to ensure that the algorithm
ends about the desired peak, the Regional Peak Finding
Algorithm (RPFA) will certainly zero in within the MPP.
In the case regarding two peaks so near in power that if
comparator trips around the wrong peak, the error is simply
by definition small enough in order to be unimportant.
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C. Director System
A director system is essential to switch converter between
the regional and global algorithms. For basic functioning, the
director simply demands to periodically switch with GPFA to
ensure that the converter is functioning around the real peak.

Whenever the peak point is redeemed, the director will
switch back to RPFA. The described process must be
periodically repeated with every single timeout.

Fig.7 flowchart of GPFA

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Solar module under partial shading condition have been
simulated using MATLAB having the three level of different
solar irradiations. So, it should have three peaks in its P-V
characteristics as shown in Fig.3. Results for boost converters
and PV panel outputs have been shown in Fig.8 to Fig.13 as
well as the result also shown in values in table 1.
Fig.9 PV output power v/s time

Fig.8 PV output current v/s time
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Fig.10 PV output voltage v/s time
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technique can improve the dynamic and consistent state
execution of the solar modules all the while. From results it is
seen that the developed algorithm is able to find the true
maxima in spite of variances, When the outer condition
changes all of a sudden, the algorithm can follow the global
power point rapidly.
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Fig.11 output current at load end v/s time

Fig.12 output power at load end v/s time

Fig.13 output voltage at load end v/s time

Final output of PV panel and at load end is tabulated in
following table.
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table- I: Final output of PV panel and at load end
Parameters
Values
Output Power at load end
655 W
Output voltage at load end
286.1 V
Output current at load end
2.289 Amps
Output power of PV
669 W
Output Voltage of PV
142.5 V
Output current of PV
4.7 Amps
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed about all the constraints
related to partial shading conditions. This brief about the
effects of non-uniform insulation of solar panel as well as
their remedies like connecting bypass diode and MPPT
techniques. It can be said that partial shading condition and
MPPT techniques are continuously being researched, this
result in so many new and modified methods to increase
power output from PV system.
An existing Boost Converter Simulation with MPPT using
continuous duty cycle sweep technique is actualized in
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